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Form: "2021/2022 Program Review" 
Created with : Taskstream  

Participating Area:  Political Science 

Date submitted: 12/07/2021 4:54 am (PDT)  

2021/2022 Program Review 

(REQUIRED) Name of Lead Writer and Manager/Service Area Supervisor 

Michelle Rodriguez 

Pearl Ly 

(REQUIRED) In what ways (if any) did changes to an online/remote modality due 
to COVID-19 impact student success and equity in your area/program?  Please 
provide evidence.  

The online/remote modality was certainly difficult for many of our students.  But the data on 

success and retention show increases in both from Fall 19 to Fall 20.    And it looks as 

though POLI professors overcompensated for the stresses on students with more generous 

grading.  

SUCCESS RATE POLI MESA 

Fall 19 .64 .73 

  Fall 19 face to face     .62     .74 

  Fall 19 asynchronous     .67     .60 

Fall 20 .74 .73 

  

RETENTION POLI MESA 

Fall 19 .85 .87 

  Fall 19 face to face     .86     .88 

  Fall 19 asynchronous     .84     .85 

Fall 20  .91 .89 

  

However, this seemingly good news is overshadowed by large increases in equity gaps and 

decreases in enrollments.  POLI saw an increase in the equity gap for Latinx and so few 

black students that the gaps did not register as significant, though they were large.  

  

Equity-gap – 

disproportionate impact? 

POLI 

Latinx              black    

MESA 

Latinx         black 

Fall 19  None         none (too few?) 8.5%            5.6% 



  Fall 19 face to face  None          none (too 

few?)   

     8.4%              3.7% 

  Fall 19 asynchronous     None (too few?)      9.4%              11.5% 

Fall 20   8.8%          none (too 

few?) 

9.5%             10% 

  

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to improve/continue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  

Here is a partial list of the projects our program has undertaken in the last several years:  

We added several new courses which we hope will reduce equity gaps by providing 

more broadly relevant content, as well as give political science majors additional 

courses they need for transfer: POLI 121 American Political Development, POLI 123 

Gender and Politics, POLI 124 Power and Justice: Introduction to Political Theory, and 

POLI 201 Elementary Statistics for Political Science.   

We are also in the  process of adding PADM Introduction to Law and Society (at the 

state level awaiting approval) and PADM 270 - which will be revised to provide 

internship experiences for Pathway to Law School students.  During her sabbatical this 

spring, Michelle will develop this internship element of the program. 

We revised our AA degree requirements to be more in line with UCSD and SDSU. Our 

new AA in Political Science was approved last year and we are waiting to hear from 

the state about approval of our new ADT in Political Science.   

In 2019, we successfully applied to be a part of the statewide Pathway to Law School 

program and a first group of students transferred last semester.  The program 

includes students majoring in several different fields and from all 3 colleges.  We have 

established an application process, hosted an orientation each semester, recruited 

mentors from several disciplines, and advised the Pre-law club.   

In addition, we developed a Pathway to Law School Certificate of Achievement which 

was approved by the state 2 weeks ago.   

Our current full time faculty member, Michelle Rodriguez, is a PI (along with faculty 

members from UCSD, SDSU, Cuyamaca, and Imperial Valley College) on a $40,000 

grant from the American Political Science Association to increase collaboration 

between 4yr and 2yr institutions in the region, and to develop materials for a bridge 

program for political science community college students.  The grant  is being 

administered at Cuyamaca college.  During her sabbatical this spring, Michelle will 

develop this bridge program for SDCCD.  

The political science program is committed to addressing equity gaps in its classes, and we have 

taken many steps to try to reduce them.  Like many other programs, we face a stubborn equity 

gap especially affecting black and latinx students.  While the gaps have declined overall since 

2017, the gaps persist.   



During the past few years, we have taken many small steps to address this deficiency, but we 

have also taken larger steps to redesign our curriculum and provide richer and more engaging 

experiences for our students.   

Among the small steps we have taken are: learning about the experiences of disproportionately 

affected students through trainings and then putting this knowledge into practice, taking steps to 

humanize our courses and extend flexibility where needed, and participating in co-horts with 

other faculty like the Teaching Tree.   

Among the larger steps we have taken are streamlining and enhancing our curriculum by revising 

our degree requirements and developing new courses, working with political science faculty at 

other institutions to learn about and employ best practices, and bringing affinity group 

experiences to students through the Pathway to Law School program and the soon-to-be-

developed political science transfer bridge program.   

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to change/discontinue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  

One practice we plan to change is our flexibility with cameras during zoom classes and 

events.  A norm seemed to develop to keep cameras off and this negatively impacted the 

class environment.  

(REQUIRED) What college-wide practices implemented since the last program 
review cycle have affected your area/program positively or negatively? Identify 
impacts on student success and equity.  

Positive college-wide practices included the provision of support to students, through The 

Stand, and to faculty through development initiatives like the Teaching Tree and the Loft. 

One problem at the college level is the fact that the Website is still not complete.  And the 

draft version that we were able to view was unexciting – the bulk of each discipline page 

was cookie-cutter data about costs and careers that looked like every other page, and 

seemed to treat each student as an unsophisticated consumer, rather than as a member of 

our academic community.  This drab and un-humanized format makes it very difficult to 

spotlight the distinctiveness of the faculty, classes, and opportunities available to our 

students.  We hope the final version will take a very different shape which will help us to 

connect more personally with our students.    
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